The role of the polymer matrix in solvent-free hot melt extrusion continuous process for mechanochemical synthesis of pharmaceutical cocrystal.
Solid-state synthesis of pharmaceutical cocrystals is of contemporary interest as it offers an efficient way to modify the physicochemical properties of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) including its melting point, solubility, compressibility or physical stability, without compromising its structural integrity and bioactivity. Therefore, research of novel and emerging techniques for solvent-free, continuous and scalable methods for cocrystal formation is of paramount importance for further industrial development. In this work we form a basis for knowledge-based synthesis and formulation of model pharmaceutical cocrystal (flufenamic acid, FFA: nicotinamide, NA; 1:1) via matrix-assisted cocrystallisation (MAC) using Hot Melt Extrusion (HME). Five different polymers frequently used in pharmaceutical drug delivery: Poloxamer P407 (PXM), PEG-PVA copolymer, Soluplus® (SOL), PVPVA64 and HPMCAS with different structural features and physicochemical properties were investigated as functional matrices for FFA:NA cocrystal synthesis via HME. Significant decrease of the torque value during MAC process was observed for all investigated polymers as compared to extrusion of neat FFA:NA cocrystal. The FFA:NA cocrystal encapsulated in the polymer matrix was successfully formed using semicrystalline PXM and PEG-PVA polymers at all investigated FFA:NA/polymer ratios. The use of amorphous polymers (SOL, PVPVA64, HPMCAS) as a cocrystallisation matrix resulted in formation of FFA:NA cocrystal embedded in an amorphous FFA:NA/polymer matrix (at polymer contents of 10 and 20 wt.%) or FFA:NA/polymer amorphous composites at SOL and PVPVA64 content of 30 wt.%. Furthermore, the significant increase of FFA dissolution was observed for FFA:NA cocrystal encapsulated in PXM and PEG-PVA matrices as compared to neat FFA form I. FFA form III and FFA:NA cocrystal. The presented work enables for the first time knowledge-based approach for simultaneous synthesis and formulation of pharmaceutical cocrystals via Hot Melt Extrusion a solvent-free, scalable and continuous process.